
GAT NET.Lock 7000 locking system 
is the ideal solution for mid to large 
size locker installations requiring a 
comprehensive locker management 
solution. Lockers are networked to a 
computer where the powerful GAT 
Relaxx Locker Management Software 
operates. Software features include 
real-time occupancy monitoring, a 
networked alarm, and remote locker 
control. For a sleek design, all lock 
components are installed completely 
within the locker. 

GAT NET.LOCK 7000

LO C K E R  M A N AG E M E N T 
M A D E  E ASY. 

MAINTENANCE-FREE HARDWARE:
As the system is powered by networked cabling, there are no batteries to replace and no maintenance fees to pay.

INTUITIVE TO USE: 
A red and green LED clearly displays the status and the availability of lockers.

NETWORKED ALARM:
Detected break-ins and manipulation will trigger a networked alarm that can be connected to the building alarm system. 

EMERGENCY MODE:  
In the event of an IT or electrical blackout, an emergency management system ensures functionality and security. 

INSTALLATION: 
All lock parts are mounted inside the locker, fulfilling the clean door policy and preventing vandalism. The system can be 
installed within any locker material. 

HID COMPATIBILITY:  
The system is compatible with iCLASS®, Seos®, and HID Mobile technologies. 

After decades of intensive research and development, GANTNER is guaranteed to deliver a secure, reliable, and future-proof 
locking system, all to make locker management easy for you. 

APPLICATIONS

GANTNER´s innovative locking systems are valued across many industries. 

Universities ABW Hospitals Logistics

HARDWARE FEATURES



LOCKER MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE

GAT Relaxx is a powerful software used for 
the management of the GAT NET.Lock 7000 
systems. Features of GAT Relaxx include a 
networked alarm, occupancy monitoring and  
remote locker control. Apart from these core 
features, the software provides detailed in-
formation on locker usage and the ability to  
integrate with 3rd party management softwares, 
such as building access control or locker rental 
software, to create an innovative and complete 
system solution. With a few clicks of a mouse,  
operators can easily determine how lockers are 
used. 

Thanks to multiple lock modes, lock-
ers can be made freely available to all us-
ers with a valid credential, can be des-
ignated as a personal locker, can be 
rented, and more. With the user-friendly GAT  
Relaxx Software, configuring a system to in-
clude multiple lock modes is simple and straight 
forward.

For more information visit our website gantner.com
or e-mail us at info@gantner.com

NETWORKED ALARM  
In the event of forced entry, an alarm is displayed on the 
network PC or via e-mail. For additional security, the system 
may be connected to the building alarm. 

OCCUPANCY MONITORING
When locker space is at a premium, operators can see in 
real-time which lockers are in use. The system may be inte-
grated with a 3rd party traffic light system, making it easy to 
find available lockers.

WEB INTERFACE
Via the web interface, operators 
can monitor the occupancy and 
alarm status, add new users and 
view locker usage reports.

THIRD PARTY INTEGRATIONS
Designed to integrate and work effortlessly with third party 
management software for an innovative, complete system 
solution.

REMOTE LOCKER CONTROL
The possibility to define time-specific openings for overnight 
cleaning or security purposes simplifies operations.

LOCKER USAGE DATA
All actions are logged in the software, making it possible to 
know who has opened which locker and when. Statistical 
and locker usage analysis reports empower operators to 
better understand what is happening in their facility. 

SOFTWARE FEATURES


